IETM international performing arts network’s autumn plenary meeting will be held in Glasgow, Scotland 4-7 November on the theme of VOICES. Scotland - a small country on the edge of Europe; a country with an old and complex history. A nation with ambitious dreams for its future, a people with a need to be seen, heard and understood. What do you know of this country? Its people? Its Culture? Scotland, battered by the sea, harried by the wind and rain, Glasgow, its wild place within. Together they hold untold beauty, warmth, serenity and humor in their peoples, stones and earth. IETM meeting’s hub-from-home will be the CCA (The centre for Contemporary Art) - with talks and events embracing the entire city, its people and its culture. Like many of our global neighbours, Scotland is a country of multiple voices – both indigenous and adopted. "After Berlin, IETM will never be the same", they said... come to the IETM Glasgow Autumn Plenary Meeting to find out! Contribute your voice to the wealth of diversity and practice, exploring our theme, "VOICES": the political and artistic voices, individual and collective, with different languages and tones, in Europe and beyond, paying attention to the environment and reflecting the economy… As always there will be lots to talk about! We invite you then, to gather this Autumn in Glasgow to examine the space, both physical and metaphorical that artists inhabit in order to create work of integrity; one that provokes and challenges; drives and propels our culture.
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culture360.asef.org brings Asia and Europe closer by providing information, facilitating dialogue and stimulating reflection on the arts and culture of the two regions.
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